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FAQs 
 

HOSINSUL (HSS) 

 
1. What is HoSinSul (HSS)? HSS is Korean in roots, and simply translates to “Self Defense 

Techniques”. We refer to it as “Applied Self Defense”, albeit with a Korean twist or flavor. 
 

2. What will we learn? Participants will be shown how to strategize and execute effective SD or 

self-defense against a variety of attacks based on several viewpoints: Taekwondo (TKD); HapKiDo 

(HKD); TukKong MooSool (TKMS). 

 

3. Why is this Program being run? This is due to increasing demand by both Instructors and students 

of several MAs or martial arts to incorporate or re-visit and re-assess their Self Defense roots 

due to over emphasis on Martial Sports over the years. 

 

4. Who is sanctioning this Program? This program is primarily sanctioned and endorsed officially 

by both the IHF (International HSS Federation) and the Korea KiDo (Korea KiDo Association, or 

DaeHan KiDo Hwe). Both are based in South Korea; the KiDo is officially the world’s oldest 

KMAA or Korean Martial Arts Association. 

 

5. Who is the CI or Chief Instructor? The CI is GM (Grand Master) Julian S. LIM; 9 Dan HKD; 9 

Dan HSS; 9 Dan TKD CDK. He is the former Head, Military CQC (TTS) for the Royal Malaysian 

Armed Forces and special Instructor to several US SF and SOF units. Lim is also cross certified by 

the current KHF (Korea HapKiDo Federation); the previous original KHA Korea HapKiDo 

Association; KukKiWon and TKD ChungDoKwan. 

 

6. Who can attend this technical workshop? All martial artists are welcome. Preferably one who 

has a minimum of 3 years of training in an established MA and who already has a basic knowledge 

of break falls and rolling. Those practicing WT or KukKi TKD may benefit the most. 
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7. Who really MUST attend? KMA or MA Instructors or Masters seeking to benchmark their 

SD skills and knowledge against world standards; those qualified who also wish to try and obtain 

specific Rank and Qualification for SD skills and knowledge. Physical assessment will be ongoing 

and automatic for skills; there will be a test for knowledge ability. 

 

8. Certification comes from which issuing bodies? Any Dan and Qualification certification comes 

directly from Korea via the IHF; waiting time is normally 6 to 8 months. For those who wish, 

alternative and parallel certification (accepted as 1 for 1 from the IHF) issued by Korean Martial 

Art South East Asia Pacific (KOMA SEAPAC) can also be applied for on the spot for those who 

are eligible for it. 

 

9. Which certification is available to those who qualify? Dan, from 1 to 3; Instructor and Deputy 

Instructor (SabumNim and BuSabumNim).  

 

10. What about Master level participants that are from established MAs who are deemed 

proficient? These can be assessed specially and individually during the event. 

 

11. What uniform should I wear? You can wear your own uniform; standard uniform (dobok or GI) 

Please wear your own approved belts, especially those showing rank. 
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HAPKIDO (HKD) 

1. What is HKD? HKD is an established Korean martial art that has its roots in AikiJujitsu, 

and simply translates to “Way of Co-ordinated Power”.  
 

2. What will we learn? Participants will be shown how to strategize and execute effective HKD 

benchmarked against several leading Korean HKD authorities: KiDo (DaeHan KidoHwe); KHF 

(Korea HapKiDo Federation) and the previous original KHA Korea HapKiDo Association. 

 

3. Why is this Program being run? This is due to increasing demand by both Instructors and students 

of several MAs or martial arts to inculcate a better understanding of HKD as it is taught and 

promoted by the 2 leading authorities in the world. 

 

4. Who is sanctioning this Program? This program is primarily sanctioned and endorsed officially 

by the Korea KiDo (Korea KiDo Association, or DaeHan KiDo Hwe). The KiDo is based in South 

Korea and is officially the world’s oldest KMAA or Korean Martial Arts Association. 

 

5. Who is the CI or Chief Instructor? The CI is GM (Grand Master) Julian S. LIM; 9 Dan HKD; 9 

Dan HSS; 9 Dan TKMS; 9 Dan TKDCDK. He is the former Head, Military CQC (TTS) for the 

Royal Malaysian Armed Forces and special Instructor to several US SF and SOF units. Lim is also 

cross certified by the current KHF (Korea HapKiDo Federation); the previous original KHA Korea 

HapKiDo Association; KukKiWon and TKD ChungDoKwan. 

 

6. Who can attend this technical specific workshop? All martial artists are welcome. Preferably 

one who has a minimum of 3 years of training in an established MA and who already has a good 

knowledge of break falls and rolling and some basic joint lock knowledge. 
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7. Who really MUST attend? HKD Instructors or Masters seeking to benchmark their skills and 

knowledge against world standards; those qualified who also wish to try and obtain a Gold 

standard Rank and Qualification recognition and membership for their HKD skills and knowledge. 

Physical assessment will be ongoing and automatic for skills; there will be a test for knowledge 

ability. 

 

8. Certification comes from which issuing body? Any Dan and Qualification certification comes 

directly from Korea via the KiDo; waiting time is normally 6 to 8 months. For those who wish, 

alternative and parallel certification (accepted as 1 for 1 from the KiDo) issued by Korean Martial 

Art South East Asia Pacific (KOMA SEAPAC) can also be applied for on the spot for those who 

are eligible for it. 

 

9. Which certification is available to those who qualify? Dan, from 1 to 3; Instructor and Deputy 

Instructor (SabumNim and BuSabumNim).  

 

10. What about Master level participants that are from established MAs who are deemed 

proficient? These can be assessed specially and individually during the event. 

 

11. What uniform should I wear? You can wear your own uniform; standard white uniform (dobok 

or GI). Please wear your own approved belts, especially those showing rank. 

 

 

Thank you and see you in LONDON. 

 


